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App functionality
IOC/Alert Data Collection
QRadar admin/user can collect the information regarding IOCs and alerts from IntSights and
ingest into QRadar as events by configuring the inputs from Input Config page of IntSights
App for QRadar.

IOC Correlation
QRadar will monitor all the incoming events and if any of those events have IOCs that are
fetched from IntSights then it will correlate it and provide alerts to the user.

Whitelist IOC
QRadar admin/user would be able to mark IOCs as whitelisted for false-positives or
excluding certain IOCs. IOCs whitelisted for the configured account from any other
app/platform will also be whitelisted and removed from the IntSights App for QRadar.

Enrich IntSights Platform
The IntSights App for QRadar will add tags and comments to the IOC values that get
matched with any of the QRadar events.

Investigate IOC
QRadar admin/user can get enriched information about a correlated IOC value from
IntSights.

Correlation Alerts
QRadar admin/user will be able to get alerts as QRadar notification and emails whenever
any of the users’ QRadar events gets correlated with IOCs fetched from IntSights.



App Installation & Configuration
Prerequisites
Below is a list of requirements needed to run the app (v2.0.0) on QRadar:

● IntSights App for QRadar (v2.0.0)
● QRadar version: 7.4.3 GA+
● IntSights account credentials with IOC & Discovery module enabled.

Upgrade

v.2.0.0
● NOTE: Users will be able to upgrade from v1.x.x to v2.0.0 only if the app is installed

on QRadar v7.4.3 GA+.
● Follow the same steps for Installation.
● Clear the browser cache and refresh the QRadar page.

v.1.2.0
● Follow the same steps for Installation.
● Clear the browser cache and refresh the QRadar page.

v.1.1.0
● Follow the same steps for Installation.
● Clear the browser cache and refresh the QRadar page.

v.1.0.2
● Before upgrading the IntSight App make sure that you don’t have IoC Type and IoC

Value CEPs in the QRadar instance.

Steps to delete Custom Event Properties:
1. Navigate to Custom Event Properties via the Admin panel.
2. In the search box enter the keyword “IntSights”.
3. Select the custom property named “IoC Type”. Verify that the associated log

source type is IntSights and click on the delete button.
4. Repeat the above step for property “IoC Value”.
5. Go to the Admin Panel and click on Deploy Changes.

● After deleting CEPs successfully, Follow the same steps for Installation.
● Clear the browser cache and refresh the QRadar page.

v.1.0.1
● NOTE: Users will be able to upgrade from v1.0.0 to v1.0.1 only if the app is installed

on QRadar v7.4.1 FP2+ (app framework V2).
● Follow the same steps for Installation
● Clear the browser cache and refresh the QRadar page.



Installation
The application installation requires access to the QRadar console machine via a web
interface. The web interface can be accessed via https://<<QRadarconsoleIP>>/. The
installation process is as follows:

a. Login to QRadar console.

Figure 1: IBM QRadar login screen

b. Go to Admin → Extension Management.
c. Click on Add button then choose the downloaded zip file by clicking on Browse and

then, click Add.



Figure 2: Add IntSights App for QRadar extension

d. QRadar will prompt a list of changes being made by the app. Click on the install
button.



Figure 3: Install IntSights app for QRadar

e. Thereafter, it will show a window that the App is installed successfully along with lists
of different components of the App.

f. Clear the cache and refresh the browser window.
g. Navigate to Extensions Management via the Admin panel. After successful

installation, it will show “Installed” status against “IntSights App For QRadar”.

Figure 4: Installation successful

App Configuration
After completing the installation, users have to complete the configuration to use IntSights
App functionality.

The setup process for configuring the app is as follows:
● Find the installed app on the Admin Panel under Apps as shown in the figure.



Figure 5: Installed app’s configuration page

● Click on the “IntSights App For QRadar Configuration Page”, the configuration
page will open as shown in the figure below.

Figure 6: IntSights app configuration page

● Configure IntSights Account in the “Account Config” tab and IOC/Alert related
configurations from the “Input Config” tab. After configuring both tabs successfully, it
will start collecting IOC and alert data.

Configure IntSights Account configuration:

● For the “Account Config” tab, enter all the details related to the IntSights account.
Enter proxy configuration, if needed.
Note: Users will not be able to configure the inputs until an IntSights account is
configured. Also, users would not be able to delete a configured IntSights account,
until all inputs are disabled.

● For the field “Protocol”, User can specify the transfer protocol to forward collected
events to QRadar instance. By default, TCP protocol would be considered.

● For the field “Authorized Service Token” value first go to the Admin panel and then
select “Authorized Services” in the User Management section. When the window
opens, there should be one default service there, if not use this link to make an
authorized service (Note: The created token should have “User Role” and “Security
Profile” as Admin). Then, select a token from there and copy it, paste it into the
“Account Config” page.

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qradar-common?topic=app-creating-authorized-service-token-qradar-operations


● For creating authorization tokens on QRoC follow steps mentioned below Steps to
generate the Authorization token on QRoC

● The user is also provided with an option to enable/disable the functionality of adding
tags and comments to IntSights platform for matched IOCs. By default, the
functionality is enabled. If a user wishes to not enrich IntSights platform with tags and
comments for matched IOCs, they can uncheck the checkbox “Add IOC tags and
comments” in the Account Config tab.

● Saved account configurations would be stored in “config.conf” file.

Configure IOC input configuration:

● The default value for IOC input configuration should be as follows:
o All the IOC types should be unchecked for “Enable”.
o Fetch Retired IOCs should be enabled for all the IOC Types.
o Interval time should be 14400 seconds.
o IOC Severity should be Medium and High.
o Reporting Feeds should be All.
o Start Time for the IOC type are as follows:

▪ IP Address: Last 14 days
▪ URL, Email Address: Last 60 days
▪ Domain, File Hash: Last 90 days

● The “Fetch Retired IOCs”, if set to enabled will collect all the IOCs from IntSights,
whereas if set to disabled, it won’t add retired indicators to the QRadar instance and
will remove IOCs that are retired after being ingested into QRadar.

● The “IOC Severity” and “Reporting Feeds” fields are multi-select dropdowns, so
users would be able to select multiple values.
Note: If “All” value is selected for either of the mentioned fields, even with other
selected values, then the data would be collected for “All” values, ignoring the other
selected values.

● For the “Start Time” field, users would not be able to select a time earlier than six
months or a future time.

● After modifying the fields for desired IOC Types on the Input Config page, click on the
“Enable” checkbox and save the input configurations.

● After the successful configuration of IntSights account and IOC input, background
process will start fetching IOC data from the IntSights and will be ingested in the Log
activity and Reference sets.

● Saved IOC input configurations would be stored in “inputs.conf” file.
● To enable the correlation feature, follow the steps mentioned under “Configuring app

for correlation feature”.

Configure Alert input configuration:
● The default value for Alert input configuration should be as follows:

○ All the Alert types should be unchecked for “Enable”.
○ Alert Status should be “Open”.
○ Interval time should be 14400 seconds.
○ Alert Severity should be All.
○ Report Date should be “Last 30 Days”.

● The “Alert Severity” field is a multi-select dropdown, so users would be able to select
multiple values.
Note: If “All” value is selected, even with other selected values, then the data would
be collected for “All” values, ignoring the other selected values.



● For “Alert Status” field, users would be able to select either “Open” or “Closed” status
value.

● After modifying the fields for desired Alert types on the Input Config page, click on the
“Enable” checkbox and save the input configurations.

● After successful configuration of IntSights account and Alert input, background
process will start fetching Alert data from the IntSights and will ingest it in the Log
activity.

● Saved alert input configurations would be stored in “alerts.conf” file.

Uninstalling the Application

To uninstall the application, the user needs to perform the following steps.
1. Go to the Admin Page.
2. Open Extension Management.
3. Select IntSights App For QRadar application.
4. Click on Uninstall.

NOTE:
● On uninstalling the app, all the Custom Event Properties, and Dashboards will be

removed.
● On uninstalling the app, only the log sources which are provided in the bundle will get

uninstalled (i.e. IntSights Log Source).
● On uninstalling the app, removal of reference sets, Log source type, Log source

extension, DSM event mappings (including QIDs) is not supported by QRadar yet.
● To remove IntSights App for QRadar’s reference sets, navigate to Admin ->

Reference Set Management -> Select reference sets with below name one-by-one:
○ IntSights_IOC_IpAddresses
○ IntSights_IOC_Domains
○ IntSights_IOC_Hashes
○ IntSights_IOC_Emails
○ IntSights_IOC_Urls

and then click “Delete”. A prompt will open up, click the “Delete” button. (Note: Make
sure no rules are associated with the reference set, if there is any rule which is using
the reference set then we need to first delete that rule inorder to delete the reference
set.)

● To remove IntSights App for QRadar’s event mappings, navigate to Admin -> DSM
Editor -> Select the “IntSights” log source type and click the “Select” button -> “Event
Mappings” tab -> Select each event mapping and click the delete icon.

● To remove IntSights App for QRadar’s log source type, navigate to Admin -> DSM
Editor -> Select the log source type to be deleted in the pop-up menu in this case
“IntSights”, and click on the delete icon.

Steps to check application logs

Users can go inside the application docker container. In the docker container user can see
logs.

● Follow the steps for accessing the docker container of the IntSights App. "Access
application docker"

● cd /opt/app-root/store/log (For navigating to log directory)
● ls (For getting list of all logs files)

File Description



app.log Contains logs of configuration page and all
the Dashboards(except IOC Overview
dashboard), Manual Whitelisting,
Investigate

indicators_data_collection.log
● ioc_IpAddresses_data_collection.log
● ioc_Domains_data_collection.log
● ioc_Emails_data_collection.log
● ioc_Hashes_data_collection.log
● ioc_Urls_data_collection.log

Logs for data collection of IOCs from
IntSights

alerts_data_collection.log
● alert_AttackIndication_data_collectio

n.log
● alert_DataLeakage_data_collection.l

og
● alert_Phishing_data_collection.log
● alert_BrandSecurity_data_collection.

log
● alert_ExploitableData_data_collectio

n.log
● alert_vip_data_collection.log

Logs for data collection of Alerts from
IntSights

ioc_correlation.log Logs for correlation of IntSights IOCs with
QRadar events

ioc_whitelisting.log Logs for whitelisting of an IOC

dashboard_population.log Logs for fetching IOC Overview dashboard
data

Steps to generate the Authorization token on QRoC

● Login to QRadar console.
● Navigate to Admin Panel then click on "QRoc Self Serve” app
● Click on "Authorized Services Management"
● Click on "Add"
● Select User role as "Security Administrator" and "Security Profile" as "Admin" & then

click on Save.
● Navigate to the Admin panel and deploy the changes.

Access application docker
A user can go inside the application docker container. In the docker container, the user can
see logs and configure some parameters.
Perform the below command on your QRadar instance via SSH.

● Run /opt/qradar/support/recon ps
● Above command will list all the applications installed in QRadar, then find the app

with the name “IntSights App For QRadar” and copy the App-ID of that.
● Now run /opt/qradar/support/recon connect App-ID(That is copied in the above

step)
Now the user is in the docker container.





Configuring app for correlation
The IntSights QRadar app collects IOCs from the IntSights server and stores them into 5
different QRadar reference sets.

1. IntSights_IOC_IpAddresses
2. IntSights_IOC_Hashes
3. IntSights_IOC_Domains
4. IntSights_IOC_Emails
5. IntSights_IOC_Urls

The application contains default 6 rules named “IntSights Source IP Rule”, “IntSights
Destination IP Rule“, “IntSights File Hash Rule”, “IntSights Email Address Rule”, “IntSights
URL Rule” and “IntSights Domain Rule” which will check whether the respective property of
all the incoming events are present in the respective reference set or not. If yes, it will create
offenses. Users have to change the CEP as per their environments for File Hash, Domain,
Email Address and URL. Follow the steps mentioned in “Steps for changing selected
property of rules“.
Note: By default, these rules are disabled. Users need to manually enable it from the rule
window for correlation otherwise correlation will not happen. Follow the below steps for
enabling rules.

Steps to enable rules
The rules provided within the app bundle are disabled by default. To enable a rule in
QRadar, follow below steps:

● Log into QRadar Console.
● Navigate to the offense tab.
● Go to Rules in the left panel.
● Select the rule to be enabled, then click on the Action button in the top panel.
● From the drop-down menu of the Action button, click the “Enable/Disable” option.
● A prompt will appear asking users if they are sure about enabling the rule. Click “Ok”

and the rule would be enabled.

Steps for changing selected property of rules
There are four rules that need to be updated as per the user’s environment, namely
“IntSights Email Address Rule”, “IntSights URL Rule”, “IntSights File Hash Rule” and
“IntSights Domain Rule”. By default IntSights Email Address Rule & IntSights Domain Rule
have “File Hash” Property selected in Rule condition & in rule response, so users need to
change it to with the CEP which extracts “Email Addresses/Domains” in their QRadar
environment.
Note: If “File Hash” & “URL” CEPs are not present in the user's environment, then users
need to change those CEPs in “IntSights File Hash Rule” and “IntSights URL Rule” to those
CEPs which will extract the value from the event. To change the CEP in these rule follow
below steps:

● Log into QRadar Console.
● Navigate to the offense tab.
● Go to Rules in the left panel.
● Open the rule in which we have to change the CEP.
● Rule wizard will be open as shown in figure 11.
● The filter “when any of these event properties are contained in any of these

reference set(s)”. matches the value of the selected properties against the selected
reference sets. For example for IntSights Email Address Rule user needs to change
the “these event properties” from “File Hash” to Emails(CEP) which user needs to
create for email extraction from the events. Same thing user needs to do in the



“IntSights Domain Rule”, where. Once the rule conditions are configured, click “Next”
from the bottom panel.
Note: For custom properties to be selected in “these event properties”, it must be
“enabled for use in Rules, Forwarding Profiles and Search Indexing”. Users can
enable it from the Admin Panel -> Custom Event Properties -> Property Name ->
Select the checkbox “Enable for use in Rules, Forwarding Profiles and Search
Indexing”) as shown in the figure 12.

● Under the Rule Action section, select the “Ensure the detected event is part of an
offense” checkbox. In the dropdown for “Index offense based on”, select the event
property that was selected in the previous step. For example: If the user has selected
the “Hash” event property in the rule conditions, then the “Hash” event property
should also be selected in the Rule Action section for “Ensure the detected event is
part of an offense” as shown in Figure 13.

● This action would create/update an offense indexed over the selected event property
whenever the rule gets triggered. The user may select any other response or action
from the given options if needed. Once the necessary rule actions are selected, click
“Finish” from the bottom panel.

● After the rule is created, if any new event arrives, which matches the criteria of the
rule then the rule will be triggered, and it will create an offense. Make sure the rule is
enabled.

Creating rules

A user can create different types of rules for the correlation. A user can create a rule to
generate offense and it will be listed in the offense tab. Follow the below steps for creating a
rule.

● Navigate to the offense tab.
● To create an offense rule, go to Rules in the left panel.

Figure 7: QRadar offense rules

● A user can add different types of rules by clicking on the Action button as shown
below (Figure 8). Select “New Event Rule” from the dropdown menu.



Figure 8: New Event Rule

● On selecting any of the rules, a Rule wizard will be opened as shown in Figure 9.
Click next from the bottom panel.

Figure 9: Rule Wizard

● On the next page, there will be radio buttons from which we have to choose the
source from which the rules are generated. Events will be selected. Click on next.



Figure 10: Rule Wizard

● As shown in Figure 11, the Rule wizard opens up and there are many options to
generate a rule.

Figure 11: Rule Wizard: Rule Test Stack Editor

● Rule name must start with “IntSights”. For example: If a user wants to create a rule to
correlate Hashes then the rule name could be “IntSights Hash Rule”.
Note: Rule names must start with “IntSights”, or else the offenses created/updated
by such rules would not be considered as IntSights offenses and they won’t be
visible on IntSights QRadar App Dashboard.

● From these options select the filter: “when any of these event properties are
contained in any of these reference set(s)”. This condition will match the value of the
selected properties against the selected reference sets. For example: If a user wants
to create a rule to correlate Hashes then the user has to select the appropriate
Custom event property which extracts Hash value from the events, and
“IntSights_IOC_Hashes” as the reference set. Once the rule conditions are
configured, click “Next” from the bottom panel.
Note: For custom properties to be selected in “these event properties”, it must be
“enabled for use in Rules, Forwarding Profiles and Search Indexing”. Users can



enable it from the Admin Panel -> Custom Event Properties -> Property Name ->
Select the checkbox “Enable for use in Rules, Forwarding Profiles and Search
Indexing”) as shown in the below figure.

Figure 12: Custom Event Property: Enable for use in Rules, Forwarding Profiles
and Search Indexing

● Under the Rule Action section, select the “Ensure the detected event is part of an
offense” checkbox. In the dropdown for “Index offense based on”, select the event
property that was selected in the earlier step. For example: If the user has selected
the “Hash” event property in the rule conditions, then the “Hash” event property
should also be selected in the Rule Action section for “Ensure the detected event is
part of an offense” as shown below.

Figure 13: Rule Wizard: Rule Response
● This action would create/update an offense indexed over the selected event property



whenever the rule gets triggered. The user may select any other response or action
from the given options if needed. Once the necessary rule actions are selected, click
“Finish” from the bottom panel.

● After the rule is created, if any new event arrives, which matches the criteria of the
rule then the rule will be triggered, and it will create an offense.



Configuring app for generating alert on correlation
In the application, there is one rule named “IntSights Correlation Alert” that will monitor
correlated events and will notify the users via notifications on the QRadar console and email.
By default only “notify” is selected in the rule response, so it will send notifications only. For
the email, users have to manually modify the rule.

Follow the below steps to receive an email whenever any IntSights rules get triggered.
1. Configure Email Server into QRadar
2. Configure IntSights Email Template
3. Update rules

Note: By default, the “IntSights Correlation Alert” is disabled. Users need to manually enable
it from the rule window to receive email and notification on the QRadar console.
By default, the “IntSights Correlation Alert” will send notifications and emails for all
correlations. If users want to notify based on the filters, then they have to modify the
“IntSights Correlation Alert” rule. Follow the steps mentioned under “Adding filter in Rules” to
add filters in the rule.

Configuring Email Server
Follow the below steps to configure the email server into QRadar for receiving emails on the
correlation.

1. Click the Admin tab.
2. Click Email Server Management.
3. Click the Other Settings ( ) icon for the server that you are editing.

Figure 14: Editing Email Server.

4. Add email server details and save it.

Refer to the link below for more information.
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.3.2?topic=hosts-configuring-email

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.3.2?topic=hosts-configuring-email


Creating custom email template for IntSights Correlation e-mail
IntSights QRadar app provides a custom template for IntSights Correlation email. Follow
below mentioned steps to add a custom email template.

1. Use SSH to log in to the QRadar Console as the root user.
2. Create a new temporary directory to use to safely edit copies of the default files.
3. To copy the files that are stored in the custom_alerts directory to the temporary

directory, type the following command:

cp /store/configservices/staging/globalconfig/templates/custom_alerts/*.* <directory_name>

The <directory_name> is the name of the temporary directory that you created.
4. Confirm that the files were copied successfully:

a. To list the files in the directory, type ls -lah.
b. Verify that the alert-config.xml file is listed.

5. Open the alert-config.xml file for editing.
6. Copy and paste the provided email template from “XML Template for Email” in the

alert-config.xml file in the “<templates>” XML tag. (Note: Make sure the indentation
and spaces are appropriate). An image is attached below for reference, to see what
the alert-config.xml file should look like after adding the template.

Figure 15: email template file (alert-config.xml)

7. Save and close the alert-config.xml file.
8. Type “cd ..” to move out of the directory and then run the below command.
9. Validate the changes by typing the following command.

/opt/qradar/bin/runCustAlertValidator.sh <directory_name>

The <directory_name> parameter is the name of the temporary directory that you
created.
If the script validates the changes successfully, the following message is displayed:
“File alert-config.xml was deployed successfully to staging!”

10. Deploy the changes in QRadar.
a. Log in to QRadar.



b. Navigate to the Admin tab.
c. Click Advanced, and then Deploy Full Configuration.

For more information refer:
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=notifications-configuring-event-flow-custom-em
ail

Users can modify this email template file to receive any extra fields in the email. Follow steps
of “Adding new field in Email”.

Adding email templates to Rules
After successfully adding a custom template, follow the below steps to use the created
template in the Email

1. Click on rules in the Log Activity tab.
2. Find the “IntSights Correlation Alert” rule, and open it.

Figure 16: Rule Wizard.

3. Click next and in the rule response select the checkbox with email and add the email
address in which you wish to receive emails. Make sure that in templates “IntSights
Email Template” is selected.

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=notifications-configuring-event-flow-custom-email
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=notifications-configuring-event-flow-custom-email


Figure 17: Adding email template in Rule Response.

4. The selected “notify” checkbox is for receiving the notifications on the QRadar
console at the right top corner.

5. Make sure that in Response Limiter the checkbox is unselected, as it will limit the
number of responses users get with the rule. If users add a limit, then it will send only
that number of emails/notifications in the provided time.

Figure 18: Unchecking Response Limiter.

6. Now save the rule and enable it. For enabling the rule click on the action tab and
then click on Enable/Disable.



Figure 19: Enabling the Rule.

Adding filter in Rules
Users can modify the rule for receiving emails and notifications based on specific conditions.
Refer to the below example.
In this example, we will notify the users only when the severity of the correlated IOC is High.
Follow the below steps for modifying the rule.

1. Click on rules in the Log Activity tab.
2. Find the rule in which you want to add a filter for severity, and open it. For example,

IntSights Correlation Alert.
3. When the rule wizard opens, in the search filter, search “when any of these

properties match this regular expression”.

Figure 20: Adding Rule filter.

4. Add this rule filter and click on “these properties” and select “IOC severity (Custom)”
in the pop-up.

5. Now click on “this regular expression”, and type a regular expression as below:



a. To receive mail only for High severity, type. Eg. “High”
b. For receiving mail in case of either of two severity. For High and Medium

severity, type “High|Medium” (without quotes). For medium and low severity
type “Low|Medium”.

Figure 21: Adding IoC Severity Regular Expression.

Figure 22: Final Rule would look like this.



c. Now click on Finish and Enable the rule.

NOTE: As we have to write regular expressions in this filter, type carefully as any spelling
mistake could result in rules not being triggered.

Adding new field in Email
1. First, check if the new field you want to add exists or not. To check perform the

following steps:
a. Click the Admin tab.
b. Click Custom Event Properties.
c. Search for your property.

2. If the property exists then double click on it to open the property.

3. Make sure the checkbox for “Enable for use in Rules, Forwarding Profiles, and
Search Indexing” is selected, otherwise users won’t receive the property in Email.

Figure 23: Enabling property for Rule

4. Add the below line in the email template (alert-config.xml) file under the <body> tag.
<Label> : ${body.CustomProperty("<property-name>”)}

For e.g, the User wants to add “Property 1” in the email then
add the below line in the alert-config.xml file under <body>
tag.
Property 1 : ${body.CustomProperty("Property 1")}

5. Follow the steps mentioned in the link below for deploying this email template.
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=notifications-configuring-event-flow-cust
om-email

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=notifications-configuring-event-flow-custom-email
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/qsip/7.4?topic=notifications-configuring-event-flow-custom-email


Whitelisting
Whitelisting an IOC
User can follow the below steps to whitelist an IOC:

● Navigate to the Log Activity tab in QRadar.
● Open up an IntSights IOC event for the IOC value user wishes to whitelist.
● Click on the “Whitelist IOC” button in the top panel.

Figure 24 Whitelisting an IOC

● A prompt will be displayed stating that the IOC is whitelisted successfully.



Retiring of data in reference set
Changing Time to Leave
Users can change the time after which a reference set will be retired. By default the data
retiring times are:

● File hash - 180 days
● Domain - 90 days
● Email - 90 days
● URL - 60 days
● IP address - 14 days

To change the retiring time follow below steps:
● Navigate to the admin tab in QRadar.
● Open Reference Set Management.
● Click on the reference set for which you want to change the retiring time.
● Click on edit on the top bar of the pop up window.
● Now change the time under “Time to Leave of elements”
● Click on submit to apply the changes.



Dashboard
IOC Overview
The IOC Overview dashboard provides the details regarding the fetched IOCs from
IntSights. It is populated by a background python script that fetches the data for the
dashboard every 30 minutes and stores the data into a file named “dashboard_data.json”
under the “Store” folder. The dashboard would be populated with the data from the file
whenever the user loads the IOC Overview dashboard.

A “Last updated time” label is provided in the top-right corner of the dashboard, it represents
the time the dashboard data was updated last. This dashboard also provides the user to drill
down to QRadar’s Log Activity tab from each panel. It consists of twelve panels. Users can
also export the dashboard into a PDF, by clicking on the “Export as PDF” button.

Each panel is described briefly below:

● Total IOCs: The “Total IOCs” panel provides the count of IOCs fetched from IntSights
over the last 180 days. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s
Log Activity tab populated with events contributing to the displayed count on the
panel.

● New IOCs in Last 7 Days: The “New IOCs in Last 7 Days” panel provides the count
of IOCs fetched from IntSights over the last 7 days. Upon clicking on the panel, the
user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events contributing to
the displayed count on the panel.

● New IOCs in Last 24 Hours: The “New IOCs in Last 24 Hours” panel provides the
count of IOCs fetched from IntSights over the last 24 hours. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events
contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Total IOCs by Type: The “Total IOCs by Type” panel is a bar-chart panel, it will
represent the counts of IOCs fetched within the last 180 days with a bar for each IOC
Type. Upon clicking on any bar, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab
populated with events contributing to the respective IOC Type’s bar-count on the
panel.

● Domain IOCs in Last 24 Hours: The “Domain IOCs in Last 24 Hours” panel
provides the count of IOCs fetched in the last 24 hours with IOC Type as “Domains”.
This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow for Domain IOCs in the
last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is also provided that
represents the change in data flow of fetched Domain IOCs. Trend will be shown in
percentage and trend arrow will be green if the data collected in last 24 hours is less
then the data collected in previous 24 hours and red if the data collected in last 24
hours is more then the data collected in previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events
contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Email Address IOCs in Last 24 Hours: The “Email Address IOCs in Last 24 Hours”
panel provides the count of IOCs fetched in the last 24 hours with IOC Type as
“Emails”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow for Email
Address IOCs in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is
also provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched Email Address IOCs.
Trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will be green if the data collected
in last 24 hours is less then the data collected in previous 24 hours and red if the



data collected in last 24 hours is more then the data collected in previous 24 hours.
Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab
populated with events contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● File Hash IOCs in Last 24 Hours: The “File Hash IOCs in Last 24 Hours” panel
provides the count of IOCs fetched in the last 24 hours with IOC Type as “Hashes”.
This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow for File Hash IOCs in
the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is also provided that
represents the change in data flow of fetched File Hash IOCs. Trend will be shown in
percentage and trend arrow will be green if the data collected in last 24 hours is less
then the data collected in previous 24 hours and red if the data collected in last 24
hours is more then the data collected in previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events
contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● IP Address IOCs in Last 24 Hours: The “IP Address IOCs in Last 24 Hours” panel
provides the count of IOCs fetched in the last 24 hours with IOC Type as
“IpAddresses”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow for IP
Address IOCs in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is
also provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched IP Address IOCs.
Trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will be green if the data collected
in last 24 hours is less then the data collected in previous 24 hours and red if the
data collected in last 24 hours is more then the data collected in previous 24 hours.
Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab
populated with events contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● URL IOCs in Last 24 Hours: The “URL IOCs in Last 24 Hours” panel provides the
count of IOCs fetched in the last 24 hours with IOC Type as “Urls”. This panel also
provides users with insights into the data flow for URL IOCs in the last 24 hours, over
the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is also provided that represents the change
in data flow of fetched URL IOCs. Trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow
will be green if the data collected in last 24 hours is less then the data collected in
previous 24 hours and red if the data collected in last 24 hours is more then the data
collected in previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to
QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events contributing to the displayed count
on the panel.

● Total High Severity IOCs: The “Total High Severity IOCs” panel provides the count
of IOCs fetched in the last 180 days with IOC Severity as “High”. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events
contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Total Medium Severity IOCs: The “Total Medium Severity IOCs” panel provides the
count of IOCs fetched in the last 180 days with IOC Severity as “Medium”. Upon
clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated
with events contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Total Low Severity IOCs: The “Total Low Severity IOCs” panel provides the count of
IOCs fetched in the last 180 days with IOC Severity as “Low”. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to QRadar’s Log Activity tab populated with events
contributing to the displayed count on the panel.



Figure 25: IOC Overview dashboard

Correlation Overview
The Correlation Overview dashboard provides the details regarding the IOCs matched with
the user’s QRadar events. It consists of five panels and four filters. The filters available are:
IOC Severity, Reporting Feeds, Correlated Log Sources, and Last Correlated Time. The
dashboard data is updated as per the selected filter values after clicking the “Go” button.
This dashboard also provides the user to drill down to the Correlation Details dashboard
from each panel. Users can also export the dashboard into a PDF, by clicking on the “Export
as PDF” button. The panels are described briefly below:

● Total Matched IOCs: The “Total Matched IOCs” panel provides the count of the
number of IOCs correlated with the user’s QRadar events(except IntSights log
source) within the provided time-range filter value. Upon clicking on the panel, the
user is redirected to the Correlation Details dashboard, populated with the details of
IOCs that contribute to the count displayed on the panel.

● Total Matched IOCs by Type: The “Total Matched IOCs by Type” is a bar-chart
panel. It will represent the count of Matched IOCs with a bar for each type. The user
would be able to see the IOC details for each type by clicking on the bar representing
respective IOC Type values. Upon clicking on any bar of the panel, the user would be
redirected to the Correlation Details dashboard populated with details of IOCs
contributing to the bar count displayed on the panel.

● Top 10 Tags Linked with Matched IOCs: The “Top 10 Tags Linked with Matched
IOCs” panel provides the top 10 tags linked to the matched IOCs and its count in a
tabular format. If values in the Count column are the same then the sorting will
happen based on the last Correlated time. The user would be able to see the IOC
details for each tag value by clicking on the displayed tag values. Upon clicking on
the displayed tag values, the user would be redirected to the Correlation Details
dashboard populated with details of IOCs linked to the selected tag value.

● Top 10 Malwares Linked with Matched IOCs: The “Top 10 Malwares Linked with
Matched IOCs” panel provides the top 10 malwares linked to the matched IOCs and



its count in a tabular format. If values in the Count column are the same then the
sorting will happen based on the last Correlated time. The user would be able to see
the IOC details for each malware value by clicking on the displayed malware values.
Upon clicking on the displayed malware values, the user would be redirected to the
Correlation Details dashboard populated with details of IOCs linked to the selected
malware value.

● Top 10 Threat Actors Linked with Matched IOCs: The “Top 10 Threat Actors
Linked with Matched IOCs” panel provides the top 10 threat actors linked to the
matched IOCs and their count in a tabular format. If values in the Count column are
the same then the sorting will happen based on the last Correlated time. The user
would be able to see the IOC details for each threat actor value by clicking on the
displayed threat actor values. Upon clicking on threat actor value, the user would be
redirected to the Correlation Details dashboard populated with details of IOCs linked
to the selected threat actor value.

Figure 26: Correlation Overview dashboard

Correlation Details
The Correlation Details dashboard provides the user with eight filters and one panel. The
available filters are IOC Type, IOC Severity, Tags, Malware, Threat Actors, Reporting Feeds,
Correlated Log Sources, and Last Correlated Time. The dashboard data is updated as per
the selected filter values after clicking the “Go” button.On clicking “View in Log Activity”
button, users can view the IOC events in the Log Activity tab, for all the IOCs displayed in
the Correlation Details dashboard. Users can export the dashboard into a PDF, by clicking
on the “Export as PDF” button (Note: filter values will not be displayed in the exported PDF).
The provided panel is described briefly below:

● Top 1000 Matched IOCs: The “Top 1000 Matched IOCs” panel provides the details
of the top 1000 most recent Matched IOCs. The user can get enriched information
about an IOC value by clicking on the “Investigate” button (Note: the configured
IntSights account should have the subscription to IntSights Investigate API). On
clicking the “View” button, the user would be redirected to the IntSights portal
displaying information regarding the IOC value. The user can view the events(except



events from IntSights log source) containing the IOC value in their payload by
clicking on any IOC value in the table panel.

Figure 27: Correlation Details dashboard



Alert Overview
The Alert Overview dashboard provides the details regarding the fetched Alerts from
IntSights.

“Tags” and “Assignee” filters are populated dynamically whenever the user loads this
dashboard. The “Flagged Alert” filter is rendered with static values. By default, all the
dashboard filters are set to “All”.

The checkbox filter “Show only alerts with related IOCs” would be present in the dashboard.
Users can check this field and click the Go button. when they want to visualize the
dashboard with only alerts that contain related IOC values.

It consists of fourteen panels. Users can also export the dashboard into a PDF, by clicking
on the “Export as PDF” button.

Each panel is described briefly below:

● Total Alerts: The “Total Alerts” panel provides the count of alerts fetched from
IntSights over the last 180 days. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to
the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of the recent 1000 alerts ingested
over the past 180 days.

● New Alerts in Last 30 Days: The “New Alerts in Last 30 Days” panel provides the
count of alerts fetched from IntSights over the last 30 days. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of
the recent 1000 alerts ingested over the past 30 days.

● New Alerts in Last 7 Days: The “New Alerts in Last 7 Days” panel provides the
count of alerts fetched from IntSights over the last 7 days. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of
the recent 1000 alerts ingested over the past 7 days.

● New Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “New Alerts in Last 24 Hours” panel provides the
count of alerts fetched from IntSights over the last 24 hours. Upon clicking on the
panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of
the recent 1000 alerts ingested over the past 24 Hours.

● Total Alerts by Type: The “Total Alerts by Type” panel is a bar-chart panel, it will
represent the counts of alerts fetched within the last 180 days with a bar for each
Alert Type. Upon clicking on any bar, the user is redirected to the Alert Details
dashboard to display the details of alerts contributing to the respective Alert Type’s
bar-count on the panel.

● Attack Indication Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “Attack Indication Alerts in Last 24
Hours” panel provides the count of alerts fetched in the last 24 hours with Alert Type
value “AttackIndication”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data
flow for Attack Indication alerts in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle.
A trend arrow is also provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched
Attack Indication alerts. The trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will
be green if the data collected in the last 24 hours is less than the data collected in
previous 24 hours and red if the data collected in last 24 hours is more than the data
collected in previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to
the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of alerts contributing to the
displayed count on the panel.



● Data Leakage Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “Data Leakage Alerts in Last 24 Hours”
panel provides the count of alerts fetched in the last 24 hours with Alert Type value
“DataLeakage”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow for
Data Leakage alerts in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend
arrow is also provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched Data
Leakage alerts. The trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will be green
if the data collected in the last 24 hours is less than the data collected in previous 24
hours and red if the data collected in last 24 hours is more than the data collected in
previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to the Alert
Details dashboard to display the details of alerts contributing to the displayed count
on the panel.

● Phishing Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “Phishing Alerts in Last 24 Hours” panel
provides the count of alerts fetched in the last 24 hours with Alert Type value
“Phishing”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow for Phishing
alerts in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is also
provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched Phishing alerts. The trend
will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will be green if the data collected in the
last 24 hours is less than the data collected in previous 24 hours and red if the data
collected in last 24 hours is more than the data collected in previous 24 hours. Upon
clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display
the details of alerts contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Brand Security Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “Brand Security Alerts in Last 24
Hours” panel provides the count of alerts fetched in the last 24 hours with Alert Type
value “BrandSecurity”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data flow
for Brand Security alerts in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend
arrow is also provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched Brand
Security alerts. The trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will be green if
the data collected in the last 24 hours is less than the data collected in previous 24
hours and red if the data collected in last 24 hours is more than the data collected in
previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to the Alert
Details dashboard to display the details of alerts contributing to the displayed count
on the panel.

● Exploitable Data Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “Exploitable Data Alerts in Last 24
Hours” panel provides the count of alerts fetched in the last 24 hours with Alert Type
value “ExploitableData”. This panel also provides users with insights into the data
flow for Exploitable Data alerts in the last 24 hours, over the previous 24 hour-cycle.
A trend arrow is also provided that represents the change in data flow of fetched
Exploitable Data alerts. The trend will be shown in percentage and trend arrow will be
green if the data collected in the last 24 hours is less than the data collected in
previous 24 hours and red if the data collected in last 24 hours is more than the data
collected in previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to
the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of alerts contributing to the
displayed count on the panel.

● VIP Alerts in Last 24 Hours: The “VIP Alerts in Last 24 Hours” panel provides the
count of alerts fetched in the last 24 hours with Alert Type value “vip”. This panel also
provides users with insights into the data flow for VIP alerts in the last 24 hours, over
the previous 24 hour-cycle. A trend arrow is also provided that represents the change
in data flow of fetched VIP alerts. The trend will be shown in percentage and trend
arrow will be green if the data collected in the last 24 hours is less than the data
collected in previous 24 hours and red if the data collected in last 24 hours is more
than the data collected in previous 24 hours. Upon clicking on the panel, the user is



redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display the details of alerts contributing to
the displayed count on the panel.

● Total High Severity Alerts: The “Total High Severity Alerts” panel provides the count
of alerts fetched in the last 180 days with Alert Severity as “High”. Upon clicking on
the panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display the details
of alerts contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Total Medium Severity Alerts: The “Total Medium Severity Alerts” panel provides
the count of alerts fetched in the last 180 days with Alert Severity as “Medium”. Upon
clicking on the panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display
the details of alerts contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

● Total Low Severity Alerts: The “Total Low Severity Alerts” panel provides the count
of alerts fetched in the last 180 days with Alert Severity as “Low”. Upon clicking on
the panel, the user is redirected to the Alert Details dashboard to display the details
of alerts contributing to the displayed count on the panel.

Figure 28: Alert Overview dashboard

Alert Details
The Alert Details dashboard provides the user with seven filters and two panels. The
available filters are Time Range, Tags, Assignee, Type, Severity, Flagged Alert, and Show
only alerts with related IOCs. The dashboard data is updated as per the selected filter values
after clicking the “Go” button. On clicking “View in Log Activity” button, users can view the
displayed alerts in the Log Activity tab, for all the alerts displayed in the Alert Details
dashboard. Users can export the tabular panel into a PDF, by clicking on the “Export as
PDF” button (Note: filter values will not be displayed in the exported PDF.). The provided
panel is described briefly below:



● Top 1000 Alerts: The “Top 1000 Alerts” panel provides the details of the top 1000
most recently ingested alerts. To visualize the image of a specific alert, users have to
click on the respective image ID of the alert displayed under the Images column. On
clicking the “View” button, the user would be redirected to the IntSights portal
displaying information regarding the particular alert. The user can view the particular
alert and its parsed properties by clicking on the value of the Alert ID column in the
table panel.

Figure 29: Alert Details dashboard

Email XML Template
XML Template for Email
<template>

<templatename>IntSights Email Template</templatename>
<templatetype>event</templatetype>
<active>true</active>
<filename></filename>
<subject>QRadar Correlation Alert: IntSights App for QRadar</subject>
<body>



Details of Correlated IOC:

Rule Name: ${RuleName}
IOC Value: ${body.CustomProperty("IOC Value")}
IOC Type: ${body.CustomProperty("IOC Type")}
IOC Severity: ${body.CustomProperty("IoC Severity")}
Correlated Log Sources: ${body.CustomProperty("Matched Log Sources")}
IOC Match Count: ${body.CustomProperty("IoC Match Count")}
Last Seen Time: ${body.CustomProperty("Last Seen Date")}
IOC Tags: ${body.CustomProperty("IoC Tags")}
Related Malware: ${body.CustomProperty("Related Malware")}
Threat Actors: ${body.CustomProperty("Related Threat Actors")}
Reporting Feeds: ${body.CustomProperty("Reporting Feeds")}
</body>
<from></from>
<to></to>
<cc></cc>
<bcc></bcc>

</template>



Release notes

v2.0.0
● Added the configuration page to configure the Alert inputs for collecting alerts.
● Added Alert overview and Alert Details dashboards to visualize ingested alerts.
● Added CEPs and event mappings for alerts data.
● Upgraded QRadar minimum supported version to 7.4.3 GA.

v1.2.0
● Added a configurable option “Protocol” on Account Config page to support TCP/UDP

protocol for forwarding events.
v1.1.0

● Migrated IntSights API endpoints to v2.
● Added a configurable option “Fetch Retired IOCs” on the Input Config page for each

IOC Type.
v1.0.2

● Resolved the issue of CEPs conflict for “IOC Value” and “IOC Type”.
v1.0.1

● Resolved the issue of Internal Server Error on configuration page in QRadar
instances with version 7.4.3 FP3 or higher.

Troubleshooting
This section describes the common issues that might happen during the deployment or the
running of the app and the steps to resolve the issues.

Case #1 – App configuration fails with various error messages
● Problem: New configuration fails with error message “401 - Authorized service token

is not valid.”. Below is a screenshot for quick reference.



Figure 30: Authorization Token error

Troubleshooting Steps: This happens when the user has entered the wrong authorization
service token, so authentication failed while saving the configuration. Users are
recommended to provide the valid authorization service token. For checking logs “Steps to
check logs”.

● Problem: New configuration fails with error message “IOC Module is not enabled for
entered account credentials.”. Below is a screenshot for quick reference.

Figure 31: IOC Module not enabled Error

Troubleshooting Steps: This happens when the user doesn’t have a subscription for the
IOC module which helps in data collection. So either use credentials which have IOC
modules enabled or enable the IOC module and QRadar integration from the IntSights
portal. For checking logs “Steps to check logs”.

● Problem: New configuration fails with error message “Authentication failed: Invalid
credentials”. Below is a screenshot for quick reference.



Figure 32: Invalid IntSights credentials

Troubleshooting Steps: This happens when a user has entered the wrong Account ID/API
key for IntSights. Please verify the Account ID and API key. For checking logs “Steps to
check logs”

Case #2 – UI related issues in the app
● Problem: Configuration page or dashboard, shows error or unintended behavior.

Troubleshooting Steps: Clear the browser cache and reload the webpage.

Case #3 – Error while initiating socket connection with IBM QRadar,
while using QRadar v7.5.0 UP4 with encrypted Apphost deployment

● Problem: “Error while initiating socket connection with IBM QRadar. Error = [Errno
111] Connection refused” log message found in log files.

○ While using QRadar v7.5.0 UP4 with an encrypted app host, events wouldn’t
be forwarded to QRadar via the TCP socket channel.

○ Follow the below steps to check app host connection is encrypted or not?

■ Click on System and License Management in the Admin Panel.
■ Select the host on which the IntSights app for Qradar v7.4.3 GA+ is

installed.
■ Click on Deployment Actions in the top panel and select the option

Edit Host.
■ A pop-up named Edit Managed Host will open.
■ If “Encrypt Host Connections” field is checked which means apphost

connection is encrypted.



Troubleshooting Steps:
To prevent this issue users need to make sure that they are using the latest version (v1.2.0)
of IntSights QRadar app. Or else users should upgrade the app to v1.2.0.

After upgrading the app to latest version, Users have to modify existing app configurations
and specify the UDP protocol for the “Protocol” configurable field in the “Account Config”
section.

Case #4 – Error while initiating socket connection with IBM QRadar
● Problem: “Error while initiating socket connection with IBM QRadar” observed in log

files.

Troubleshooting Steps:
This issue might be observed in the QRadar v2 app framework (< v7.4.2 P2). To resolve it,
please refer to the following link: https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6395080

Case #5 – Events are parsed as Unknown or IntSights Message
● Problem: IntSights events are parsed as “Unknown” or “IntSights Message”.

Troubleshooting Steps:
1. Go to the Log Source Extensions tab under the Admin section.
2. Confirm that “Default for Log Source Types” is “IntSights”. If it is not “IntSights” then

perform the below steps.

Figure 33: Log Source Extensions List

3. Click on IntSightsCustom_ext which will download an XML file.
4. Log into QRadar console view SSH and execute the following command:

/opt/qradar/bin/contentManagement.pl -a search -c 24 -r .*IntSights
5. Copy the ID corresponding to IntSights. If the ID copied is 4002, then in the XML file,

change device-type-id-override="4001" to device-type-id-override="4002"
6. Click on Upload and select the modified XML file. Select default Log Source Type as

“IntSights”.
7. Click on Save.

https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/6395080


8. After clicking on Save, confirm that the value of device-type-id-override is correct for
all the extensions. Refer below screenshot:

Figure 34: Edit a Log Source Extension

Case #6 – IntSights events are shown up as “IntSights Message”
● Problem: IntSights events will show up as IntSights Message rather than getting

identified as the right QRadar category. This will be seen in the “Log Activity” tab in
QRadar when a user might be searching for an event of IntSights log source type.

Troubleshooting Steps:

This issue is caused when the required field is not present in the raw event or the event
payload size is more than 4096 bytes which leads to the breaking of the event payload. If the
payload is getting truncated, users can increase the maximum payload size. 4096 is the
default size configured in the QRadar platform. Follow the below steps to increase max
payload size in QRadar:

1. Navigate to System settings by going to the Admin panel.
2. Click on the button under Switch To → Advanced.
3. There are two options: Max TCP Syslog Payload Length and Max UDP Syslog

Payload Length. Below is a screenshot for quick reference:



Figure 35: System Settings

4. Increase the value of these fields according to need (Recommended: 32000)
5. Click on Deploy Changes. It is recommended to choose the full deploy option.

Case #7 – Internal Server Error while opening configuration page
● Problem: “Internal Server Error: the server encountered an internal error and was

unable to complete your request. Either the server is overloaded or there is an error
in the application. Refer to the below screenshot

Figure 36: Internal server error in IntSights app configuration page

Troubleshooting Steps: This issue is caused when a user tries to open a configuration
page in QRadar instances with version 7.4.3FP3 or higher. To resolve this issue upgrade to
IntSights App For QRadar(v1.0.2+)

Case #8 – All other issues which are not a part of the Document
● Problem: If the problem is not listed in the document, please follow below steps.

Troubleshooting Steps: Please follow below steps to generate log files:

1. Click on System and License Management in the Admin Panel.



2. Select the host on which the tab IntSights app for Qradar v7.4.3 GA+ is installed.
3. Click on Actions in the top panel and select the option Collect Log Files.
4. A pop-up named Log File Collection will open.
5. Click on Advance Options.
6. Select the checkbox to Include Debug Logs, Application Extension Log, Setup Log

(Current Version).
7. Click on Collect Log Files Button after selecting 5 days as data input.
8. Click on "Click here to download files".
9. This will download all the log files in a single zip on your local machine.


